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Abstract 

We present some mathematical theorems which are used to generalize 

previous results on the existence of maximal elements and of equilibria. 

Our main theorem in this paper is a new existence proof of an equili

brium in an abstract economy, which is closely related to a previous 

result of Shafer-Sonnenschein and Borglin-Keiding, but allows for an 

infinite number of commodities and a countably infinite number of agents. 



1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, to prove the existence of 

maximal elements over compact subsets of Hausdorff linear topological spaces 

generalizing the previous results of Fan [9], Sonnenschein [22J, Borglin-Keiding 

[5J and Aliprantis-Brow~ [1]. Second. to prove the existence of an equilibrium 

for an abstract economy as defined in Shafer-Sonnenschein [20] and Borglin

Keiding [5J. This theorem is closely related to a previous result of Borglin

Keiding [5. p. 315] but allows for an infinite number of commodities and a 

countably infinite number of traders. 

It should be emphasized that the method of proof given in Borglin-Keiding 

[5, p. 3151 cannot be carried out to allow for an infinite number of commodities 

and a countably-infinite number of agents. In particular, it fails due to the 

fact that the countab1y infinite intersection of open sets in a linear 

topological space need not be open.t Thus. to allow for double infinity. i.e., 

infinite number of traders and commodities, a new proof of a novel type is 

required. 

In order to prove our results we develop some technical tools. In parti

cular, we offer two new mathematical results, namely,a selection theorem and 

a fixed point theorem. 

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 contains notation and defini

tions. Section 3 presents some mathematical theorems, which constitute the 

main technical tools used to prove our main results in the next sections. We 

remark that those technical theorems are quite general and may be useful to 

a wide field of problems in economics. Section 4 provides a clear understanding 
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of the relationship between preference correspondences which are lower-semi-

continuous and preference correspondences which have open sections. Section 5 

contains results on. the existence of maximal elements. Section 6 presents a 

proof of existence of equilibrium for an abstract economy. Finally, Section 7 

contains some technical remarks. 

2. Notation and Definitions 

2.1 Notation 

2A denotes the set of all subsets of 

conA denotes the convex hull of the set 

c£A denotes the closure of the set A • 

1R denotes the set of real numbers. 

If is a correspondence 

y 
cp to A, 1. e., CPI A: A -+ 2 • 

2.2 Definitions 

A • 

A • 

denotes the restriction of 

Let X, Y be two topological spaces. A correspondence cp: X-+ 2Y is 

said to be lower-semicon tinuous (1. s. c.) if the set {x EX: cP (x) n y f cp} is 

open in X for every open subset v of Y • A correspondence Y cp :X-+ 2 is 

said to be upper-semicontinuous (u.s.c.) if the set (xEX: cp(x) c:: V} is 

open in X for every open subset V of Y. A correspondence cp: X -+ 2 Y has 

an open graph if the set Gcp = {(x, y)E X x y: yEcp (x)) is open in X x Y . 
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3. Preliminary Results 

3.1 A Selection Theorem 

Let .6.(Y) be the set of all nonempty, convex subsets of Y which are either 

finite-dimensional or closed or have an interior point. Michael [17, Theorem 

3.1 til, p. 368] showed that if X is a T
l

- space and Y is a separable Banach 

space,2 then any l.s.c. correspondence q>: X~.6.(Y) admits a continuous selec-

tion, Le., there exists a continuous function f: X~Y such that f (x)E q> (x) 

for all xEX. 

However, the condition that Y is a separable Banach space cannot be relaxed in 

Theorem 3.1'" in [17]. Specifically, the counterexample given in [17) p.374] shows 

that Theorem 3.1'" in [17] fails if the Banach space is not separable. Below we 

prove a related result to Theorem 3.1'" in [171 which extends Y from a separable 

Banach space to a linear topological space. This selection theorem is the key 

mathematical tool to prove our main result in Section 6. 

Theorem 3.1: Let X be a paracompact 3 Hausdorff space and Y be a 

linear topological space. Suppose q>: X~2Y is a correspondence such that 

Co, 1., for each xEX, q>(x) is nonempty. 

(ii) for each xEX, q>(x} is convex. 

-1 
(xEX: yEq>(x) } (iii) for each yEY, q> (y) = is open in X. 

Then there exists a continuous function f :X~Y such that f(x)Eq>(x) for 

all xEX. 

Proof: For each y E Y 

each xEX there is a yEY 

-1 
q> (y) is open in X, and by (i), for 

such that 
-1 

xEq> (y) • Hence, the collection 
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-1 } c = {cp (y) : yEY is an open cover of X. Since X is paracompact, there 

is an open locally finite refinement f = {U : aEA} 
a of C 

p. 831]. (A is an index set and U 
a 

is an open set in x .) By Proposition 2 

in [LB, p. 833] we can find a family of continuous functions {g : aEA} 
a 

such 

that g : X .... [0,1] , g (x) = 0 
a a 

for and 1: g (x) = 1 for all x EX • 
aEA a 

For each a E A choose y E Y 
a 

such that 
-1 

U c= cp (y ). This can be done since 
a a 

f is a refinement of C. Define f: X .... Y by f (x) 1; g (x)y 
aEA a a 

xEX. By local finiteness of f , each xEX has a neighborhood 

for all 

N which x 

intersects only finitely many U 's. a 
Hence, f(x) is a finite sum of continuous 

functions on N and is therefore continuous on N So f is a continuous x x 

function from X to Y • Further, for any aEA such that g (x) '" 0 a 
-1 and y E <p(x) • f(x) is xEU C <p (y ) so Thus, a convex combination of a a a 

elements Ya in <p(x) and so f(x)E<p(x) for all xEX. g.E.D. 

3.2 Fixed Point Theorems 

Using Theorem 3.1 in conjunction with an extension of Schauder's fixed point 
... ' 

theorem [21, p. '33] we can prove the following fixed point result. 

Theorem 3.2: _ Let X ,be a paracompact, convex. nonempty subset of a F.ausdorff 

locally convex linear topological space; D be a compact subset of X; and 

D P : X .... 2 be a correspondence such that for all xEX P{x) , is convex and non-

empty. If for ~ll yED 
-1 . 

P (y) = {xEX: yEP (x)} is open in X, then there 

exists x*ED such that x*EP(x*). 

Proof: For all xEX P(x) is convex, nonemptyand for each yEX 

P-l(y)' . X ~s open ~n Hence, by Theorem 3.1 there exists a continuous function 
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f:X-+X such that f(x)EP(x) forall xEX. By Theorem4.5.l[21,p.33], 

there exists x*E X such that x* .,. f (x*)E P (x*) CD. Q.E.D. 

We will now prove an analogous result for a Hausdorff linear topological 

space E, which need not be locally convex. 

, 
3 

Theorem 3.3: Let X be a compact, convex, nonempty subset of Hausdorff 

linear topological space E and 
X 

P:X-+2 be a correspondence such that for all 

xEX P(x) is convex and nonempty. If for each yEX 
-1 

P (y) :=I {xEX: yEP(x)} 

is open in X, then there exists x*€ X such that x*E P(x*) • 

Proof: Since for each yEX the set p\y) is open in X and each xE X 

is at least in one of these open sets, the collection 
-1 

{p (y) : yEX} is an open 

cover of X. Since X 
.1\ 

is compact, there exists a finite set 

such that XC U pl(y.) • 
i=1 1. 

Let be a continuous partition of 

unity subordinated to the above covering [18, Proposition 2, p. 833], Le., 

each g.: X -+ [0,1] 
1. 

n 

is continuous and g.(x) = 0 for X~pl(y.) and 
1. 1. 

~ g. (x) = I for all xEX. Define the continuous mapping f: X -+X by 
i=1 1. n 

f(x) = ~ g.(x)Yi Note, that for any i such that g.(x) f: 0, 
i=l 1. 1. 

-1 . 
x€P (Yi) or YiEP(x). Hence, f(x) is a conveX.combination of points 

in the convex set P(x) and so f(x)EP(x) for all xEX. Let S be the 

finite dimensional simplex spanned by the finite set {Y1'···' Yn}. Since 

the topology induced on any finite dimensional subspace of E by the topology 

of E coincides with the Euclidean topology [11, Theorem 7.3, p. ;>9], f: S-+S 

is a continuous mapping of a finite dimensional simplex S into itself. By 

Brouwer's fixed point theorem there exists x*€ S such that * * * x = f (x ) E P (x ) • 

Q.E.D. 
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In a Euclidean space IR
n 

the assumption in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 that for 

each yEX is open in x X 
can be weakened, to the condition that P: X--+ 2 

is 1. s.c. The following elementary fixed point theorem is implicitly in Gale-

Mas-Coiell [IOl,but it is not given in the present form. 

Theorem 3.4: Let X be a nonempty, compact, convex subset" of 
n 

JR , and 

let P: X -+2X be a 1. s.c. correspondence such that for all xEX P(x) is 

nonempty and convex. Then there exists x*ex such that x*EP(x*). 

Proof: Since P: X-+2X is a l.s.c. correspondence with convex and non-

empty values by Theorem 3.1 lit in [17], there exists a continuous function 

f : X-+X such that for all xEX f(x)EP(x). Since f is a continuous 

mapping from a nonempty, compact, convex set X into itself by Brouwer's fixed 

point theorem, there exists x*EX such that x* = f(x*)EP(x*). Q.E.D. 

4. Lower-Semicontinuous and Open Sectioned Preferences 

Let X be a topological space. A binary relation P on X is a subset 

of X x X. We read (x, y) e P as "x is preferred to y. II Define the corre

spondence P: X-+2X by P(x) = {yex: (y,x)EP} and the correspondence 

pi: X-+2X by pl(y) = {xEX: yEP(x)}. We call P(x) the upper contour set 

i f P and" p-l(y) or upper sect on 0 the lower contour set or lower section of 

P. We say that P c: X x X has an open graph if the set 

G = {(y,x)EXXX: (y,x)EP} is open in XxX 

Although the relationship of open graph and openness of lower and upper 

sections'is known (see [4), the relationship of open sections with lower semi-

continuity is still unknown. Below we examine this relationship. 
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Proposition 4.1: If for each yEX pl(y) is open in X, then P 

is 1. s.c. 

Proof: We must show that the set {xEX: P(x) n V f q, } is open in X 

whenever V is an open subset of X. It is easy to check that for any V ex: 

(4.1) {x EX: P (x) rt V f ~ } = 

Since by assumption pl(y) is. open in X, U p-l(y) has the same property as 
yEV 

being the union of open sets in X. Hence, by (4.1) it follows that the set 

(xEX: P(x)() V f q,} is open in X whenever V is an open subset of X. 

Consequently. P is los.c. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 4.1:· If G = {(y,x)EXxX: (y.x)EP) is open in XxX, then 

foor all xe:X. -p (x) is open in X and P is los. c •. 

Proof: Since G is open in X x X , the sets P(x) and p-l(y) are open 

in X. But if p-l(y) is open in X, by Proposition 4.1 P is 1. s.c. 

Q.E.D. 

Remark 4.1: If P is los.c. 
-1 

then for each ye:X P (y) may not be 

open in X. 

Proof: Let 
]R 

P : lR~ 2 be given by P(x) = [- x,co) Then 

pl(y) = (x: yEP(x)} = (x: yE [-x,oo)} 

'" 'x:-x~y} 

.. {x:x~-y} 

= (-y,oo) 
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Notice that pl(y) is not open in JR. However, we will show that P 

is 1. s.c. Since we have proved (Proposition 4.1) that 

U p\y) = 
yEV 

{x : P (x) n V:f ~ } whenever V is an open subset of JR, then it 

is sufficient to show that is open. To this end let V be an open 

subset of lR. Define b = sup {v : vEV }, and observe that b > v for all 

v€V. We will show that U p-l(y) = (-b. 00) 
yEV 

xE(-b,oo) - -b < x-

<=> b >-x 

Indeed, note that 

<:=;> b > y >-x for some yEV 

<:=;> -y ~ x for some yEV 

<:=;> xE (-y. 00) for some yEV 

-1 for yEV <:=;> xEP (y) some 

- xE U pl(y) 
yEV 

Thus U p-l(y) = (-b,oo) 
yEV 

which is an open subset of JR, and conse-

quently, P is 1. s.c. g.E.D. 

Hence, we conclude that the assumption that the preference correspondence 

P : X -+2X has an open graph is stronger than the assumption that P is 1.s.c. 

and the upper contour set is open. Furthermore, if the lower contour set is 

open, the upper contour set is l.s.c. but the reverse may not be true. 

5. Existence of Maximal Elements 

Let X be a nonempty subset of a topological space and P: X -+2
X 

be a 

preference correspondence defined by P(x) = {yEX: (y,x)EP). If there exists 

x*e X such that P(x*) = 41 , the~ x* is said to be a maximal element in X. 
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Let X.Y be topological spaces. 

have open lower sections if the set 

A correspondence <p : X -+ 2 Y is said to 

-1 
<p (y) = (x EX : YE<P(x)} is open in X 

for every Y in Y. 

Letmlla 5.1: Let x,y be linear topological spaces and <p:.X .... ZY be a 

correspondence with open lower sections. Def ine the correspondence \jI: X -+ 2 y 

by \jI{x) = con <p (x) for all xEX. Then \jI has open lower sections. 

Proof: 
-1 . 

Let Y OE Y and XOE \jI (yO)' We shall exhibit an open set . U 

-1 
Xo E U c: \jI (yO)· Since YOE \jI (xO) = con <p(x

O
) , we can find X such that 

n 
in <P(xO) and reals a 1 , •.•• an such that a.:> 0 , k a. == 1 

~ i=l 1 n 
and YO = k a. y. • 

i=l 1 ~ 

-1 
For each i=l, .•• , n , <p (y.) is open in X and 

1 
n -1 

in 

-1 
xOE <P (Y i)· Define n <P (y.). Then xOE U , U is open in X U = To 

i=l 1 

complete the proof we must show that 

or y.E <P (x) 
~ 

for all i=1, ... , n • 

-1 
Consequently, . xOE.. U C \jI (YO) . 

Let xEU, then 
n 

Hence, YO = k a.y.€\jI(x) , 
i=l ~ ~ 

i.e., 

-1 
xE<p (y i) 

-1 
xE\jI (yO).' 

g.E.D. 

The following theorem extends the Sonnenschein [Zl, Theorem 4, p. 2l9J 

result to Hausdorff linear 'topological spaces. It also generalizes slightly 

the results of Ky Fan [9, Lemma 4J (see also [5, p. 3131) and Aliprantis-Brown 

[1, Theorem Z.l]. 

Theorem 5.1: Let X be a compact, convex subset of a Hausdorff linear 

topological space and P : X .... 2X 
be a correspondence such that for jill xEX 

x¢con P(x) 
-1 

(xE X :- y€ P(x)} is open in X , then . If for each y€X P (y) = 

the:ce exists x*EX such that P(x*) = cj1 • 

Proof: Suppose otherwise, Le., for all xEX P(x):/ cj1. Then the 

correspondence <p: X -+ ZX defined by cp(x) = con P (x) for all xE X ;s 
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convex and nonempty valued. By LelllIll.Cl 5.1 for each yE X 

-i cp (y) = {xEx: yE<p(x)} is open in X Hence, by Theorem 3.3 there exists 

x*E X such that x*e <p(x*) ::: con P(x*) , a contradiction to the assumption 

that for all x€X xl-con P(x) • Q.E.D. 

In a Euclidean space lR
n 

the assumption that for all yEX pl(y) is 

open in X can be weakened in a simple way. 

The following theorem slightly generalizes the Sonnenschein [21, Theorem 

4, p. 219] result. 

Theorem 5.2: Let X be a nonempty, compact, convex subset of n 
lR • and 

P : X -+ 2X be a 1. s. c. correspondence such that for all x E: X x/.. con P (x). Then 

there exists x*E X such that P_(x*) = <I> 

Proof: Suppose that for all xEX P(x):/: cjl. Then the correspondence 

<p: X -+ 2X defined by <p(x) ::: con P(x) for all xEX is convex, nonempty valued 

and by Proposition 2.6 in [17] l.s.c. By Theorem 3.4 there exists x*EX such 

that x*E<p(x*)::: con P(x*) • a contradiction. g.E.D. 

We now extend Theorem 5.1 to a more general class of preference correspon-

dences. We will need the following definition. 

Definition 5.1: Let X be a sUDset of a linear topological space. A 

correspondence 
X 

<p:X-+2 is said to be of class 

(i) x¢con <p (x) for all xEX • 

L • if 

(ii) cP'l(y) = (x EX: YE.<p(x)} is open in X for all yE X • 
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Let *: X ~ 2X 
be a correspondence. The correspondence x 

CP. = X~2 is an L
x 

E!<~':J!_?!1_~. of l/t at x if Cf>x is of class L and there is an open neighborhood 

N of x such that for all zE N l/t(z) C <p. (z). The correspondence 
x x x 

l/t : X-+ 2
X 

is L- majorized if for each xEX such that *(x):f ~ , there 

is an L-majorant of * at x. 

The following corolla·ry of Theorem 5.1 generalizes Corollary 1 in [5, 

p. 314] and it can be used to provide their results. 

Corollary 5.1: Let X be a nonempty, compact, convex subset of a 

Hausdorff linear topological space and P: X -+2
X 

be L-majorized. Then 

there exists x*£ X such that r(x*) = <I> • 

Proof: It follows from Theorem 5.1 using the same argument adopted in 

[5, Corollary 1, p. 314]. 

The following result is not implied by any of the above theorems since it 

requires neither the range of the preference correspondence to be convex nor 

the domain to be compact. 

Theorem 5.3: Let X be a nonempty, paracompact, convex subset of a 

Hausdorff locally convex linear topological space and D be a compact subset 

of X. Let P: X -+ 2D be a correspondence such that for all xE D x¢con P(x) • 

If for all yED p-l(y) = {xEX: yEP (x) } is open in X. then there exists 

x*EX such that P(x*) = <I> • 

Proof: Suppose not, i.e., for all xEX P(x) f: 41. Then the corre-

spondence 
D cp: X-+ 2 defined by cp(x) = con P(x) for all xEX is convex 
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and nonempty valued. By Lemma 5.1 for each yED 
-1 

q> (y) = {xEX: yEq>(x) } 

is open in X. By Theorem 3.2 there exists x*E D such that 

x*Eq>(x*) = con P(x*), a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

6. Existence of Equilibrium 

In this section we prove the existence of equilibrium for an abstract 

economy with an infinite number of commodities and a countable number of agents. 

Before we proceed to our main theorem we will need some facts. 

Fact 6.1: Let X,Y be linear topological spaces, and Y 
<p:X-+2 , 

'I' : X -+ 2 Y be correspondences having open lower sections. Then the correspon

dence a:X-+2
Y 

defined by a(x) = q>(x)n \jI(x) for all xEX has open lower 

sections. 

Proof: Simply, note that a-ley) = q>l(Y)n ","\y). Since for all yEY 

-1 
q> (y). and 

-1 
'I' (y) are open in 

-1 
X, a (y). is'open in X for all yEY. Q •. E.D. 

Fac t 6.2: Let X, Y be two topological spaces and cP: X -+ 2 Y be a corre

Y 
spondence having open lower sections. Then the correspondence CPIE: E-+ 2 has 

open lower sections for E ex. 

Proof: Since 
-1 

cP (y) is open in . X for every yEY, then the set 

E n cP1
(y) = {xEE: yEq>(x)} is open in E. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 6.1: Let X, Y be topological spaces and E C X be open in X. 

Let 
Y 

<p:X-+2 be an u.s.c. correspondence and f : E -+ Y be a continuous selection 

from cp\ E . Then the correspondence *: X-+2Y defined by 
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if xEE 

if x~E 

Proof: We must show that the set K = {xEX: \jI(x)C V} is open in X 

for every open subset V of Y. Let A = {xEX: cp(x) C V} and 

B = {xEE: f(x)EV}. It can be easily checked that K = A UB. It follows 

from the u.S.c. of <p that A is open in X. By continuity of f, B is 

open in E and hence is open in X since E is open in X. Thus, K is 

open in X • g.E.D. 

. _Let the, set of ageI}.t$ bean)!; countabie .. s.et 

iEI let X. 
1. 

be a nonempty set. An abstract economy: r :; (Xi,Ai,Pi)iEI 

is defined as a family of ordered triples 

X 
and P.: II X. -+ 2 i are correspondences. 

1. j €.I J 

?€~X = n x. satisfying :for' each 'ie.I 
iE I 1. 

(ii) Pi (x*) n Ai (x*) = ~ • 

We can now state our main result. 

X· 
(X., A., Pi) ,where A.: n X -to 2 1 

:1: 1. 1. jElj 

An equilibrium 4 for r is an 

Theorem 6.1: Let r = (Xi,Ai,Pi)iEI be an abstract economy satisfying 

for each iEI 

(i) X. is a nonempty, compact~ convex, metrizable subset of a locally convex 
1. 

linear topological space; 

(ii) A. (x) is convex and nonempty for all xEX 
1. 
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- X. 
(iii) The correspondence Ai : X -+2 1. defined by Ai (x) d~A. (x) 

1. 
for all 

xEX is u.s.c.; 

(iv) A. has open lower sections; 
J. 

(v) P. has open lower sections; 
l.-

(vi) x.¢.con P. (x) for all x€x. 
l. l. 

Then r has an equilibrium. 

X 
Proof: Define for each iE I the correspondence CPi: X-+ 2 i by 

CPi(x) = Ai(x)nconPi(x) for al1 xEX. By Lemma 5.1 and Fact 6.1 <Pi has 

X 
open lower sections. Hence, by Proposition 4.1 cp.: X-+ 2 i is l.s.c. and so 

]. 

the set U. = {xEX: <po (x) :I $} is open 5 in X. Since X is a 
l. 1. 

metrizable space [11, p •. ?O], U
i 

is paI:acompact [18, p. 83.5]. Further, th~ 

correspondence CPi lUi: Ui -+ 2
Xi 

is nonefllpty, convex valuecl and. by Fact ,6.2 has 

open lower sections. Hence, by Theorem 3.1 there exists a continuous function 

fi : Ui -+ Xi such that fi (x)€ <Pi(x) 

X. 
for all xEU.. Define the correspondence 

l. 

F. : X -+ 2). by 
1. 

if xEU. 
J. 

By Lemma 6.1 F i is u.s. c • Def ine F: X -+ 2X 
by 

Lemma 3 [8, p. 124] F is u.s.c. Since for each 

F(x) = n Fi(x). By 
iEI 

xEX F(x) is convex, 

closed and nonempty,by Theorem 1 [8, p. 122] there exists x*ex such that 

x*EF(x*) • Note that for each i E I, if * x E U
i

, then 

x~ = f. (x*) E <po (x*) C con P. (x*) , a contradiction 
). l.)' l. 

to (vi). Hence, 

*A * - * x 'FUi and so for all iEI, xi€Ai(x) and cp. (x*) = ~, Le., 
). 

A. (x*) n con P. (x*) = ~ 
l. 1. 

which implies A. (x*) n P. (x*) = ,. Consequently, 
). l. 

r has an equilibrium. Q.E.D. 
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The following useful corollary of Theorem 6.1 may be of independent 

interest. 

Corollary 6.1: Let r = (Xi,Ai,Pi)iEI be an abstract economy satisfying 

for each iEI 

(i) X. is a nonempty, weakly compact, convex subset of a separable 
1 

Banach space; 

(ii) A. (x) is convex and nonempty for all xEX; 
1 _ X. _ 

(iii) The correspondence Ai: X-+ 2 1 defined by Ai (x) = c2Ai (x), for all 

xEX is u.s.c., in the weak topo19SY (see, (7 ~ p. 4l9,}); 

(iv) Ai has open lower sections with respect to the weak topology; 

P. has open lower sections in the weak topology; 
1 

(v) 

(vi) Xi;' con Pi (x) for all xE X • 

Then r has an equilibrium. 

Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 6.1. Indeed7 by Theorem 3 [7. 

p. 434] the weak topology of a weakly compac~ subset X. 
1 

of a separable 

Banach space is a metric topology. Q.E.D. 

7. Remarks 

Remark 7.1: Theorem 6.1 was proved for metrizable subsets of a locally 

convex linear topological space. We needed metrizablility in order to show 
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that the set U. = {xEX: cpo (x) "9} is paracompact. Without the metrizability 
~ 1 

assumption U
i 

may not be paracompact [18, p. 835] and,consequently,our 

selection Theorem 3.1 cannot be applied. Hence, we do not know if Theorem 6.1 

can be extended to non-metrizable subsets without introducing additional assump-

tions. 

Remark 7.2: In Theorem 6.1 the assumption of metrizability can be relaxed 

if one introduces the assumption that the set Ei = {xEX:. Pi (x) I: ~ } is 

perfectly normal, i.e., every open subset of Ei is an Fa ,where Fa denotes 

the countable union of closed sets (see Michael [18]). Hence, since in the 

proof of Theorem 6.1 Ui is an open subset of Ei , it is an Fa. Consequently, 

by Proposition 3 in [18, p. 835] Ui is paracompact and ~herefore ~he sel~ction 

Theorem 3.1 can be applied. 

Remark 7.3: In Theorem 6.1 the set of agents I was assumed to be a count-

able set. The reason for this is that, if each X. 
1 

is a metrizable subset of 

a locally convex linear topological space, then x = . n X. is metrizable if I 
iEI 1 

is a countable set [11, p.50]. However, if the metrizability assumption is 

relaxed 'by introducing the additional assumption that the set 

E1 = (xEX: P 1 (x) ,,~ } is perfectly normal (Remark 7.2 above), then I can 

be any countable or uncountable set because 

convex linear topological space [11, p. 47]. 

X = n X is a subset of a locally 
iEI i 

Remark 7.4: We will now give examples of locally convex linear topological 

spaces which are metrizable: 

(i) A normed space 6 is a locally convex metrizable linear topological 

space [3, Example 1. p. 249]. 
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(li) A Banach space is a complete normed space 'I and so it is a normed 

space. Hence, it is a locally convex metrizable linear topological space. 

(iii) Let p be a real number l~p<co. The space Rp consists of 
00 

all sequences of scalars {<11' a 2, ••• } for which .k lai IP < 00 • The norm of 
1.=1 1 

an element x ;: {a .} in Rp is defined by IIxll =( l:!a.IP)p. The space 
1. i=l 1. 

in Q Roo consists of bounded sequences. The norm of an element x ~ {a.} 
J. 00 

is def ined by II x II == su p I a . I . 
00 i 1. 

The space Rp is a Banach space 

[16, Example 4, p. 36) and,consequently,it is a locally convex metrizable 

linear topological space. 

(iv) The space L [0,1) consists of those real valued measurable functions 
p 

x "on the interval [0,1] for which I x(t) I p "~sLebesg\le" integr.a~le. The ~n9r_m 
1 

is defined by IIxllp= (f!lx(t)IPdt)P. Lp[O,l], l~p~oo is a Banach space 

[16, Example 5,~ p. 37] and, consequently, it is a locally convex metrizable linear 

topological space. 

-

(v) The space C[O,l] of continuous functions on [0,1] with norm 

IIxll::; sup Ix(t) I is a Banach space [16, Example l,p. 34] and so it is a 
O<t<l 

locally convex metrizable linear "topological space. 

Remark 7.5: Theorem 6.1 remains true if assumption (i) is replaced by the 

condition that X. is a nonempty, compact, convex subset of any of the five 1. 

spaces, i.e., (i-v) in Remark 7.4. Hence, the commodity space in Theorem 6.1 

is general enough to include the separable Banach commodity spaces used in 

Khan [12] and Prabhakar-Yannelis [19] and the space Loa used in Bewley [6J. 

Note that Rp and are separable Banach spaces [16, p. 36 and" 

p. 43]. 
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Footnotes 

lWe must note that the method of proof given in Shafer-Sonnenschein [20} 

cannot be carried out in an infinite dimensional commodity space. In fact. it 

fails due to the fact that the convex hull of an upper-semicontinuous corres-

pondence need not be upper-semicontinuous (see [15. p. 340). 

2See [11, p. 58] for a definition. 

c:~3" See' "[i8, p~ 831] 'for a defit'iition. 

, 
3 Theorem 3.3 has been proved by F. Browder in Math Annalen 177, 

283-301 (1968). We thank Kim Border for point this out to us. 

4This definition of an equilibrium is due to Borglin-Keiding [5. p. 315). 

5 Since CPi is l.s.c., U. = {xE X : cpo (x) ". ~} ... {xE X: CPi (x) n X. ". ~ } is 
1. 1. 1. 

open in . X • 

6 See [3, 'p. 231] for a definition. 

7 See [3, p. 252] for a definition. 
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